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Spirited and Classic Patterns Run Carefree and Bold in the Bridgehampton Collection
Newark, NJ -- Bridgehampton is a collection of spirited, classic patterns that are carefree and bold.
Inspired by a visit to the posh and elite area in New York, our studio has incorporated upbeat and lively
trends into this coordinating collection of wallpaper, printed, woven, and embroidered fabrics. The
collection features crafty-looking ﬂorals, textural paperweaves, a trendy animal print, and graphic patterns
in both large and small scale.
Portoﬁno is a large stylized jacobean with crafty-looking ﬂowers and other fun little details. The
wallpaper is rotary screen printed, which uses a lot of ink to make the ﬂowers slightly textured. The
coordinating embroidered fabric has intricate, hand-stitched details. The backside of the fabric shows the
true craftmanship of the embroidery.
Interweave is a tightly woven paperweave in neat, neutral colors that adds both texture and
dimension to the walls.
Using a watercolor technique, Waterford Floral's large-scale, painterly ﬂoral pattern has soft, ikat-like
effects. Has a matching printed fabric in all colorways.
Temecula is a large-scale vine pattern that climbs the walls. The surface print technique gives the
wallpaper a stamped look and feel on non-woven paper. The coordinating fabric pattern is embroidered on
a linen/cotton blend. This pattern has a modern appeal and can be used in accenting places like the back of a
chair.
Basketry is a textural pattern with slightly raised ink to imitate a woven basket look. Colorways
coordinate with many other patterns in this collection.
A unique woven linen/paperweave combination, Deck Stripe has a a vertical striped pattern printed
on top. This wallcovering gives a fabric effect on the walls.
Inspired by a document from the early 1900s, Peacock Garden features wild birds in vibrant hues
perched on tree vines. This pattern has been designed in fresh colorways including navy and beige, aqua
and green, and brights on white. Has a matching printed fabric.

Panthera is lively watercolor leopard animal print available as both wallpaper and printed fabric.
The damask motifs in Tanglewood look like carved out wooden block prints. This bold and graphic
pattern is softened by the print effect.
Midland is a large-scale graphic pattern that has a leaf-like motif and gives a nod to old Federal style
wallpaper. Bold colorways are festive and perky with pairings like blue and green, aqua and beige, and pink
and coral. Has a matching printed fabric.
A small-scale texture with characteristics of a basket-weave, Troy has just the right amount of depth and
dimension. Has a coordinating woven jacquard fabric that is ideal for upholstery. Colorways coordinate with
many other patterns in this collection.
Demetrius is a large-scale graphic pattern inspired by the coordinating appliqué fabric. The white fabric
is appliquéd onto the darker ground. The pattern references a Greek-inﬂuenced geometric. The wallpaper is
perfect for the ceiling or for use on an accent wall. This is deﬁnitely a statement-making wallpaper!
New England Plaid is a versatile cotton/poly fabric available in perky colorways that can be used for
pillows, drapes, or light upholstery. Crisp lines and the big scale make for an elegant impression with this fabric.
The Bridgehampton Collection and other Thibaut collections are available through interior designers and
ﬁne decorating stores worldwide. Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns, decorating ideas,
and to obtain the names of local dealers. For more information, please call our toll free number at
(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known
for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color
palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team.
Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers
and consumers have been attracted to the ﬁrm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print
fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more
information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.

